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The remote optic methods and hardware created on its basis are used for system of
forest fire-protection monitoring at present time in the world.
Detection of forest fire on warm radiation itself in infra-red range is the most advanced
method of remote checking.
Automated infra-red and television (IR-TV) system detection of fireplace intended for
round-the-clock, irrespective of weather conditions remote fire monitoring of large
forest tracts is created in Byelorussia. It allows to make automatic the check and
detection-finding fireplace and apply effective actions on the early stage of beginnings
and evolution fire, minimisation of economic losses caused by fires, prevention of
emergency situations. The system allows to make the information monitoring of
environment parirmeters using additional sensors.

SYSTEM STRUCTURE

The system includes a network of IR-TV detection modules placed on local points
watch towers and Central Point of Information Processing (CPP).

The system consists of three main parts:
- IR-TV automatic detection module;
- radio network of receiving and transmission digital information;
- Central Point of Information Processing.
All devices are based on micro controllers and operate automatically under control of
software. CPP realises information processing and shows data on the area's electronic
map in comfortable form. CPP takes a decision or gives the fire-alarm, or takes TV
picture from some direction.
IR-TV detection module makes automatic detection-finding fireplace and obtaining TV
picture at the command of CPP.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SISTEM WORK AND MAIN PARTS FUNCTIONS IR-TV
AI.TTOMATIC DETECTION MODULE

The system may include up to 128 IR-TV automatic detection modules. IR-TV module
is the main module of the system. It executes functions of scaning territory, search,
identification and detection fireplace signal on warn radiation itself; obtaining digital
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TV picturei getting, processing and identificationing data from the environment
parameters additional sensors :

meteorological, radiation etc.
IR-TV detection module structure:
- IR-telescopic system;
- scan azimuth and corner device;

- TV camera with optic system;
- microprocessor-based unit of control and processing data;
- power supply module;

- facilities of radio network of receiving and transmission digital
information;

IR-telescopic system executes functions spectrum and spatial selection of the fire
hearths in infra-red range and detection disturber in visible range. It is "Kassengren"
objective with the focal distance - 500 mm, light strength - 0.4, and diameter of the
main mirror - 200 mm. The angular reaction field of IR-channel - 7 min. Spectral range
of '2.8 - 5.2 mkm. Telescopic system includes the objective and sensor of visible range
with the angular reaction field - I deg. The software of microprocessor-based unit
measures signal amplitude of the visible range sensor, takes a decision about
identification the IR-channel signal as false signal and cut it off. That way increases
system noise-killing features and decreases probability of false fire-alarm caused patch
of reflected sun.
Scan device rotates IR-telescopic system on the azimuth (from 0 to 360 deg.) and moves
it on the corner (from 0 to 5 deg.). The survey from tower height 30-40 m "shades"
checked territory on spiral from horizont to zone insensitive which value is 250-350 m.
from point of placing the tower. The scan speed on azimuth - 1 turn over 10 sec. Scan
time of all checked territory on the corner -
6 min. Software of microprocessor-based unit controls the scan device by means of
buffer relay.

TV camera is placed on the parallel optical axle IR-telescopic system and rotates on
azimyth along with that. It may be orientate on azimuth with the accuracy - 1 deg at the
command of CPP. A black-and-white TV camera is used in the system. TV-channel
resolution is 600 tvl, angular range of vision - 6 deg. If the customer wishes, a colour
TV camera with the variable focal distance objective may be used in the system.
The main device of microprocessor-based unit of control and processing data is an
industrial PC computer "Advantech" production. Microprocessor-based unit's hardware
and software execute functions of operation modes general management, control scan
device, c,ontrol correct functioning devices of the IR-TV detection module, receiving
and preliminary processing signals from the IR-telescopic system, identification and cut
off false signals, realisation of criteria condition - double confirmation of effective
signal presence by the three rotation, quantization and JPEG compression TV picture,
measuring IR-channel sensor signal amplitude, storing and transmitting to the CPP
warm fields maps checking territory. For detecting effective signals against a
background of a noise are applied principles of digital filtration that increase detection
ability of the system.
The power supply module generates necessary voltage values. IR-TV detection module
designed taking into consideration demands of low power consumption. Maximum
power consumption is 200 W. Voltage and frequency values of the supply wiring are
22OY and 50 H. Module may be adapt for any voltage and frequency values of supply
wiring. When fixed supply wiring is absent module may be supplied from accumulator
that are charged from the sun battery.
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Facilities of the radio network of receiving and transmission digital information include
radio stations GM-350 type "Motorola" production, modems, antennas and power
supplies. Power radiation of the radio station is 25 W. If the customer wishes,
parameters of the radio network of receiving and transmission digital information may
be changed by means of using other radio stations and modems.

FREE-JAMMED RADIO-NETWORK OF DIGITAL RECEryING-TRANS-MISSION
INFORMATION.

Interchange of informational data and control of IR-TV-modules are carried out on the
radio-channel. CPP and each of IR-TV-modules are the net subscribers. The individual
subscribers have their own identification call-sign. A work between two subscribers on
the one fixed frequency in the band of 136-174 MHz with the speed of receiving-
transmission 1200 Bod is possible at the each moment of time. Possibility of the
working in regime of digital repeater is a feature of the radio-network. In this regime
each following network subscriber can be used like re-broadcasting transmitter for the
previous subscriber. This allows to increase the distance of certain radio-interchange till
a few hundreds kilometres without use of the special re-broadcasting transmitters.

CENTRAL POINT OF RECEIVING-TRANSMISSION AND INFORMATION
PROCESSTNG (CPP).

Collection, processing, reflection of information from IR-TV-modules, delivery of
disturbing alarm in the case of fireplace identification are realised on the CPP.
CPP includes IBM-compatible Personal Computer with the Pentium processor for the
working under WINDOWS operational system, receiving-transmission radio-network
apparatus consists of radio station GM-350 type from "Motorola", modem, antenna and
power supply source and device of emergency alarm. CPP works under management of
software with the following functions:

- management of recei vi n g-transmi ssi on radio-network;
- diagnostics of CPP apparatus accuracy and each of IR-TV-modules;
- tuning of the working regimes and parameters each of IR-TV-modules;
- reflection of the electronic map of checking region;
- decision of the task of direction dedication on the fireplace, reflecting on

the electronic map of checking region and giving out of accompanying information:
detection time, forest area descriptions, meteorological data, approaches to the fireplace
location and etc., as well as delivery of the sound emergency alarm;

- decision of the triangulation task of fireplace co-ordinates finding according to a few
watch towers bearings;
- reflection of the checking regions heat fields;
- receiving and reflection of TV-pictures in JPEG format;
- other service functions;

The software was elaborated with the using of intuitively understandable control organs
for easy using and study. The work with it does not require of a high operator
qualification.



SYSTEM ALLOCATION.

CPP of system is located in the place comfortable for a customer with the regard for
routes of the radio waves passing to construct an optimal structure of radio-network.
When necessary, the regime of digital repeating is used to increase the range of radio-
network.
IR-TV-detectors are located on the watch towers in places chosen with the regard for
the following reasons:
- taking into account of relief to exclude screening;
- average height of the forest plantations;
- distance between watch towers - 10-12 km.;

SYSTEM FUNCTIONING.

At spectral separation as well as time-amplitude signal analysis and at realisation of
criteria condition - double confirmation of effective signal presence by the three
rotations of IR-TV-detector on azimuth, the signal from fireplace is registered in the
memory of IR-TV-module with the appropriation of azimuth co-ordinate, where it
stores until information interchange with CPP. Periodical, (ones at 5-10 min.) inquiry of
IR-TV-modules is realised from CPP.
Accumulated and systematised information from the single IR-TV-modules is used to
decide the task of fire place co-ordinates reflection with the marking of them on
electronic map of region with topographic attached watch towers, and colour
apportionment of directions to the fire place from the single watch towers, the points of
intersection are the fire place location.
At requirements from CPP, IR-TV-module issues TV-pictures on the given azimuth.
The CPP software reflects TV-picture at the monitor screen. Also at requirements from
CPP, IR-TV-module issues maps of the heat fields in colour gradations depending on
amplitude of recording signals.
The methods of fire places detection realised in the system:
IR-channel:
- detection of flaming burning fire places;
- detection on the heat ascending streams over the fire place location;
- criteria confirmation at the signal identification of IR-channel;
- comparison of the heat fields maps, received in the different periods of time;
TV-channel:
- fires detection according to presence of the burning smoky phase;
- visual analysis from the interested direction.

STRUCTI.]RAL FEATURES.

All electronic blocks and units of automated lR-TV-system are performed according to
the block technology and can be easy replaced during carrying out of a repair works.
The main technical specifications of system are shown below.

MAIN TECHMCAL SPECIFICATIONS.

1. Composition of the base structure:
* CPP- I,
* IR-Tv-detection modules - 3.
2. Spectral range of IR-channel - 2.8 - 5.2 mkm.
3. Angular reaction field of IR-channel - 7 min.
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4. Angular reaction field of visible channel - 10.
5. Maximum temperature resolution of IR-channel - no worse 0.50C.
6. Detection distance of fire place flame (6 m3) - at least 10 km.
7. Spatial resolution - 175 m. at the distance of 10 km.
8. Full survey of area under control - 6 min.
9. Detection time with confirmation (criteria analysis) of fire place - 30 sec.

10. Area controlled by one IR-module - more than 500 km2.
11. Inquiry period of single IR-modules at the radio-channel - once in 5-10 min.
(software programmable).
12. Angle range of vision of TV-channel - 60.
13. TV-camera - black-and-white or colour.
14. Resolution of TV-channel - 600 Tvl.
15. Automatic adjusting of CCD light of TV-camera.
16. Transmission time of TV-camera picture - 1.5-2 min.
17. Information interchange - at the radio-channel.
18. Power radiation of used radio stations (base and periphery) - 25W
(Radio-station GM-350 type).
19. Receiving-transmitting of digital information at single frequency in range
137-174 MtIz with the tuning possibility.
20. Power supply of IR-modules and CPP - 22OV + 57o (50IJ2).
21. Consumption power:
* by single IR-TV-detection module - till 150 W.
* by CPP - 200 W.
Z2.Environment temperature - 00C - +500C.
23. F,quipment execution - dust-and-water-proof.
24. Quantity of operating personnel - 1-2 person.

Elaboration offered to You belongs to new methods and technologies of prevention and

detection of forest fires.
In the case of Your interesting in mutually beneficial collaboration in advance of the
modern technologies, preparation for combined p§ects and introduction to
corresponding productions, as well the creation of conditions for organisation of highly
remunerative combined enterprises, we ask You to inform of practical interest for Your
organisation.




